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The Winter Jacket prequel.Â It all started with a navy blue dress...In her junior year of college,

Hunter Dyson has some big decisions to make about her future. She wants to be a nurse, that much

she knows, but everyone from her parents to her academic advisor is nagging her about what kind

of nursing she wants to pursue. But before she can worry about those details, she&apos;s got to

survive Professor Graft&apos;s writing seminar. And her legs.
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I'm so glad Eliza decided to give her dedicated readers Hunter's side of the story. To read how

Hunter was and leading up to the start of her relationship with Elle was amazing, especially to see

Elle from a different prospective. I mean come on, there was things the reader didn't know about

Hunter and bam the author surprises us with a prequel. What more can you ask for? Well maybe a

movie?!?! Well what I'm trying to say is buy, read and enjoy!! Thank you Eliza for another awesome

and amazing read.



I have loved this couple from Elle's POV from book #1 and now even more from Hunter's POV!

Writing and dialogue are superb as per usual of Mrs. Lentzski...if she'll only give us the wedding in

the next installment so that my little lesbian heart will be happy and satisfied! :)

You can't not like Hunter and Elle.

I absolutely love this series of books. The first Winter Jacket book is probably my favorite romance

novel and reading it from Hunter's point of view in this book just made me love it even more.

Here we are at book 5 of the Winter Jacket series and it's a dream come true for those of us so

heavily invested in Elle and Hunter. We've all wondered what Hunter was thinking and feeling as

she navigated her crush for Elle and here it is lovingly laid out in black and white. Honestly, it wasn't

what I expected at all, and Hunter wasn't what I expected. In some cases, it's a stark collision of

what we know about Hunter through Elle's previous internal dialogue and musings for 4 books. As

Hunter's thoughts are revealed we gain insight as to why they ran so hot and sometimes got

stopped cold. I highly recommend reading Winter Jacket first since they are about the same

timeline, but mostly because you will be gifted a few Easter Eggs along the way that refer back to

the first novel. This book was such a treat and I hope we see more from this universe of characters.

Yes, Hunter needed her story to be told and told it was! I have already read the entire series and

was surprised and very happy to have the prequel. This was just such a long struggle for Hunter

and as it turns out, for Elle, too. Hunter was so young and not really sure of herself. Elle felt guilty

because of her position as a teacher infatuated with a student. Ms. Lentzski told their story in a most

memorable way. Her words drew me into the book and held me there 'till the last page. Very

romantic! The only problem I have with this story is that it commands me to re-read the previous

books. What a wonderful thing to look forward to, right? Thank you so very much to the author for a

most enjoyable read.

I didn't think it was possible to love this couple more, but I do. The change in POV texturized Hunter

and Elle's story perfectly, and added valuable depth to Hunter's character. Hunter's struggle with

her sexuality, feeling like the odd one out, and clouds of self-doubt lingering over her were so

relatable, I felt transformed, walking in her shoes myself. I couldn't have gotten a better prequel to

one of my favorite romances than this. Bravo.



like I've said b4 Im no fan of Prequels BUT... This was an awesome book i love these characters

maybe thats why:) but the brilliance of Eliza Lentzski always brings her writing and books to life.

Maybe a Prequel to DCMH on Julia's perception of Cassidy isnt such a bad idea.. Hmmm. :)
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